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October 28, 2022 
 
The Honorable Janet Yellen 
Secretary of the Treasury 
U.S. Department of the Treasury 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW  
Washington, D.C. 20220 
Submitted via www.regulations.gov  
 
Re: Request for Comments on Implementing the Inflation Reduction Act’s Clean Energy Tax 
Incentives, [Docket No. IRS-2022-46] 
 
These comments are submitted by the American International Automobile Dealers Association 
(AIADA) in response to the Department of the Treasury (the Treasury) and the Internal Revenue 
Service’s (IRS) notice requesting public input and comment on the implementation of the Inflation 
Reduction Act’s clean energy tax incentives. Established in 1970, AIADA is and continues to be the 
only national trade association whose sole purpose is to represent America’s 9,400 international 
nameplate automobile franchises that sell and service vehicles in the U.S. These retailers have a 
positive economic impact both nationally and in the local communities they serve, providing more 
than 543,000 American jobs.  

America's international nameplate automobile dealers’ commitment to electrification is 
unwavering.  We have invested heavily both in dealership infrastructure to support the sales and 
service of electric vehicles (EVs), and in training for our service associates in the maintenance and 
repair of this new technology. A streamlined and inclusive implementation of the new Clean Vehicle 
Tax Credit that consumers can easily understand will be imperative to a successful shift to 
electrification. We stand ready, willing, and able to assist in that transition, but we write to express 
concern regarding the eligibility restrictions the Inflation Reduction Act (IRA) applies to the new 
Clean Vehicle Tax Credit. We urge the Treasury and the IRS to issue implementing guidance 
supporting a robust EV marketplace by providing realistic and evenhanded pathways to credit 
eligibility.   
 
In support of our customers, our employees, the goal of greening the fleet, and our manufacturer 
partners’ commitment to President Biden to achieve 50 percent EV sales by 2030, we request that 
you consider the following when drafting guidance implementing the new Clean Vehicle Tax Credit. 
 
Final North American Assembly 
 
We cautioned during the debate in Congress that consumer choice would be affected by a 
restructured EV tax credit, and unfortunately our concerns proved correct. Until the Inflation 



Reduction Act became law, there were over 70 clean vehicle models available to consumers to 
choose from – the majority being available for the EV tax credit. After the law was signed earlier this 
year, this number was reduced to just over 20 by the North American final assembly provision. If 
the new credit’s full MSRP, income, and sourcing requirements are implemented as currently 
interpreted, without accounting for the complexity of our industry, we anticipate few to no vehicles 
will qualify for the full credit when additional criteria is put in force in 2023. As manufacturers 
adjust their production, more vehicles will become eligible for the clean vehicle tax credit; however, 
initially the qualified vehicles for consumers to choose from will drop dramatically. 
 
While the United States’ EV industrial capacity evolves and grows, a broad, robust, and diverse EV 
market with consumer support is required to advance our collective electrification goals. However, 
absent Treasury guidance that considers the realities of the electric vehicle marketplace, we risk 
both sacrificing the progress our nation has already made towards e-mobility as well as slowing 
consumer adoption of electric vehicles.  
 
We also put in jeopardy relationships we have with trading partners and steadfast allies such as the 
Republic of South Korea, Japan, the European Union, and the United Kingdom. Simply put, 
guidelines that do not reflect U.S. market realities and relationships will result in reduced clean 
vehicle sales and delay electrification adoption in the long term. 
 
MSRP and Income Limitations: Base MSRP Definition, Annual Inflationary Adjustment  
  
The manufacturer’s suggested retail price (MSRP) and income limitations in the Inflation Reduction 
Act exclude a significant portion of the U.S. vehicle market and consumer base. Additionally, as 
MSRP and income limitations are static over the 10-year credit window, eligibility will become even 
more difficult to attain, particularly when factoring in current inflation rates, which continue to 
drive up all prices and costs across the supply chain. 
 
To address these concerns and support consumers, we recommend that guidance provide annual 
increases to these limitations based on the Consumer Price Index as reported by the U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics. 
  
In addition, MSRP should be defined as the “base model manufacturer’s suggested retail price” and 
exclude charges for optional equipment, taxes, title, or registration fees. This definition will support 
consumers and alleviate confusion by ensuring that an entire model line is eligible if a model’s base 
trim qualifies. 
 
Protect Consumers with Existing EV Reservations 
  
Thousands of American consumers hold reservations and are waiting on delivery of their new EV 
vehicle. They have put money down and have held their spot in line with the financial commitment 
on vehicles that were eligible for the EV tax credit as defined before the passage of the Inflation 
Reduction Act. Supply chain disruptions have negatively impacted automotive production for close 
to 2 years, delaying and delaying the delivery of those vehicles. Dealers made commitments to 
these consumers that with that financial reservation they would eventually get their vehicle with 
the initial EV tax credit. Dealers seek guidance that would honor the reservations that were made 



prior to the change in policy. The vehicles were sold or promised to the consumer before the 
enactment of the Inflation Reduction Act. We are hopeful that Treasury can expand upon the 
guidance issued on August 16, 2022, to protect all customers that placed reservations on vehicles. 
Also, taking into consideration the other federal requirements placed on automobile dealers by 
their federal regulators. 
 
Definition of Placed in Service 
 
Dealers strive to sell automobiles as soon as they are received. But there are times, for one reason 
or another, a new vehicle will sit on a dealership lot for an extended period of time. It is possible for 
a car to be offered for sale in one calendar year and not sell until the next year. As the Inflation 
Reduction Act mandates increase annually, dealers worry they will have advertised a vehicle at a 
price that could change in the new year. This could easily cause consumer confusion and 
aggravation. 
 
As currently defined, placed in service begins when the consumer takes ownership – this date will 
be varying and undeterminable. To best benefit the buying public a more consistent definition 
should be put in place, so the price of a vehicle is clear and understood. Dealers seek guidance on 
this potentially problematic situation as it could put dealers in a conflicting position with other 
regulatory agency rules and/or guidance.  
  
Point of Sale 
 
AIADA stands with the National Automobile Dealers Association and their recommendations on 
Point of Sale issues.  

In conclusion, policies that divide us or inject confusion into what should be a shared purpose, risk 
sabotaging our national goal of achieving a greener future. Dealers, our employees, and our 
customers need your support. AIADA and its dealer members support efforts to address climate 
change but are concerned with timing that is unrealistic, and ultimately, we fear could set us back in 
this fight. We look forward to continuing a dialogue as guidance is considered and we would 
welcome serving as a resource. 

Thank you, 

 

Cody Lusk 
President and CEO 
American International Automobile Dealers Association 
 


